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During Cassini's initial orbit, we observed a dynamic magnetosphere composed primarily of a complex mixture of water-derived atomic and molecular ions. We have identified four distinct regions characterized by differences in both bulk plasma properties and ion composition. Protons are the dominant species outside about 9 R S (where R S is the radial distance from the center of Saturn), whereas inside, the plasma consists primarily of a corotating comet-like mix of water-derived ions with È3% N þ . Over the A and B rings, we found an ionosphere in which O 2 þ and O þ are dominant, which suggests the possible existence of a layer of O 2 gas similar to the atmospheres of Europa and Ganymede.
Most of what was known about Saturn_s magnetosphere before Cassini_s arrival was derived from the Pioneer 11 and Voyager 1 and 2 encounters from 1979 to 1981 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) and from models based on that data (6) (7) (8) . The measurements reported here were made with the Cassini plasma spectrometer (CAPS) (9) (10) (11) during the initial passage of the Cassini spacecraft through the near-equatorial regions of Saturn_s magnetosphere. The CAPS instrument is made up of three plasma sensors.The first is the ion mass spectrometer (IMS), which measures ion energy per charge (E/Q) between 1 V and 50 kV with a resolution of DE/E 0 0.17. It simultaneously measures ion mass per charge (M/Q) from 1 to È100 atomic mass units (amu) per charge, e, with a mass resolution M/DM , 60. The second sensor is the electron spectrometer (ELS), which measures electron energy from 0.6 eV to 28 keV with DE/E 0 0.17. The IMS and ELS are able to detect ion and electron densities as low as È10 3 m j3 . The third sensor is the ion beam spectrometer (IBS), which measures ion E/Q with a very high resolution of DE/E 0 0.017, which is appropriate for narrowly beamed distributions.
The energy-time spectrogram ( Fig. 1 ) and bulk plasma parameters (Fig. 2) several ion-scale heights distant from Titan_s orbital plane (12) . At 14.4 R S inbound and 13.6 R S outbound (A and A ¶ in Figs. 1 and 2 ), Cassini crossed a È0.2-R S -thick boundary identifiable by an order-of-magnitude increase in density (from È3 Â 10 4 to È3 Â 10 5 m j3 ). The density increase enabled us to establish that approximate plasma corotation occurs inside this boundary. Corotation is indicated by the broad peaks in count rates (Fig. 1 ) centered on the corotation energy (13) of protons and/or water-group ions. The A and A ¶ boundaries can be interpreted as a plasmapause, a structure that, at Earth, represents the last closed equipotential of plasma flow around the planet (14) . At Saturn, however, magnetic flux tubes beyond the plasmapause are relatively empty because their E Â B (where E and B are the planetary electric and magnetic fields, respectively) drift paths carry them through the magnetotail where centrifugal force can cause them to break open, spilling plasma down the tail (15) .
Near È9 R S inbound and È7.6 R S outbound, Cassini crossed a second boundary (B and B ¶ in Figs. 1 and 2 , B in Fig. 3 ) and moved into a region we identify as the inner plasmasphere. Here, ion motion is still organized by corotation. However, because the total ion energy is the sum of corotational and thermal energies, the bulk of the distribution appears above the theoretical corotation velocity curves in Figs. 1 and 2 . A second characteristic of the inner plasmasphere is that the electron data are best fit by a bi-Maxwellian velocity distribution that yields separate densities and temperatures for two components. The colder component (È3 to 30 eV) increases in density and decreases in temperature with decreasing radial distance (Fig. 2) . The hotter component (È100 to 1000 eV) has the opposite behavior; it decreases in density and increases in temperature with decreasing radial distance. Inside 6.3 R S inbound (5.9 R S outbound), the cold electron component is bounded by the proton corotation energy, a phenomenon that has yet to be explained (Fig. 1) . Coincident with the change in bulk plasma characteristics in the inner plasmasphere is a change in ion composition. The abundance of O þ and W þ relative to protons increases sharply at the B boundary (Fig. 3 ) by more than an order of magnitude, reaching ratios greater than unity (because of pointing restrictions, there is no corresponding composition data outbound). Because the spacecraft is within È1 ion-scale height of the equatorial plane, the change in composition must be caused by a radial gradient and not by scale-height effects. Neither the low relative abundance of O þ and W þ outside 9 R S nor the steepness of the composition gradient agrees with Voyager observations (6, 16) or with existing plasma generation models (8, 17). These 
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Inside È10 R S , and as close as 4.4 R S to Saturn, time-dispersed signatures of ions and electrons arriving at the spacecraft suggest that, at times, we are observing fresh plasma being injected deeper into the magnetosphere. Many of these features, which are too short to be visible at the scale of Fig. 1 , are characterized by the initial arrival of high-energy ions (È10 keV) followed by the arrival of progressively lower energies, and then the appearance of low-energy electrons followed by progressively higher energies. Similar structures occur quite commonly at Earth (18) and have been observed at Jupiter (19), but have not previously been reported at Saturn. At Earth, the injections are caused by sudden increases in the global convection electric field. For rapidly rotating planets like Jupiter and Saturn, injections can be explained as centrifugally driven interchange motions in which cold dense plasma moves outward and is replaced by hotter, more tenuous plasma moving inward (20) . In the corotating frame, gradient and curvature drifts caused by the magnetic field disperse ions and electrons eastward and westward, respectively, at a rate proportional to their thermal energies. The slope of energy versus time-of-arrival can be used to infer the age of the particles after injection. With this method, we estimated ages in the range 1.5 to tens of hours, indicating that the oldest injection signatures can persist for the order of one planetary rotation, which is comparable to the ages of similar events reported at Jupiter (19) . The inner boundary of electron-injection signatures (which are the most prominent) is È4.4 R S . Consistent with interchange motions of magnetic flux tubes, a few instances of intense plasma acceleration were observed, which may have been caused by low-frequency magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves or strong Alfvenic perturbations of the magnetic field (DB/B 9 0.1) seen at the same time (21) (22) (23) (24) .
As Cassini proceeded deeper into the magnetosphere, the concentrations of O þ and W þ relative to H þ remained near unity or above from È8 R S to È5 R S , then increased again at C and C ¶ (Figs. 1 to 3) . We estimate that both N þ and H 3 O þ are present at abundances of È3% inward as far as 3.4 R S (at that point the CAPS sensors were turned off as a precaution against degradation during the firing of the Cassini main engine). The N þ ions, which are low energy (20 to 100 eV) (Fig. 2) , cannot be ionized near Titan and transported inward because they would be heated to many keV in the process. We conclude that the N þ observed inside 8 R S , alhough its ultimate source may have been Titan_s atmosphere (25) , must be ionized locally. This could result from neutral nitrogen ejected from Titan that reaches the inner magnetosphere before being ionized (12) , or ions from Titan that are implanted or adhere to the surfaces of the inner icy satellites or E-ring particles and subsequently are sputtered off (26) . A possibility is that the nitrogen ions may be indicative of a small abundance of ammonia in these surfaces, an idea that has been proposed to explain morphologic features on Enceladus (27) .
The inner plasmasphere can be identified with the E ring (È3 to 8 R S ), which is a rich source of water vapor (28) . Because the ion population there has a low mean energy (Fig.  2C) , it is also a region where the relative speeds between neutral gas moving at Keplerian velocities and ion species moving at corotation velocities are low, so that ion-molecule reactions become important (29) . Our observation of H 3 O þ is interesting as an example of these reactions because it shows that hydronium ions are created in ion-molecule reactions that take place in a water-dominated atmosphere. One source is the reaction
OH, which, in addition to producing the ion, would also contribute to the observed OH torus (30) . The production of H 3 O þ is similar to processes occurring in the water-rich environment of cometary comas as observed, for example, at comet Halley (31). The C and C ¶ boundaries also mark the point at which the suprathermal electron fluxes drop out (Fig. 2) , possibly because of ionizing collisions with the neutral gas cloud associated with the icy satellites and E ring, which is densest at È5 R S (32).
When CAPS was turned back on at 03:25 UT after the main engine burn, the spacecraft was outbound at 1.65 R S from the center of Saturn and 18,000 km above the inner part of the B ring. Between 03:37 and 04:09 UT, Cassini was in eclipse behind Saturn; however, the rings were still illuminated from the opposite side of the ring plane on magnetic field lines conjugate to the spacecraft. During this time, we observed a layer of ions (effectively an ionosphere) over the rings (Fig. 4) . Based on Langmuir probe measurements, electron densities were G3 Â 10 6 m j3 (33) , from which we conclude that the spacecraft very likely was negatively charged by a few volts, which prevented the ELS from entirely measuring the electron velocity distribution. A negative spacecraft potential would also attract positive ions and accelerate them into the IMS. This would improve the chances of measuring atomic or molecular hydrogen ions (corotational energy È2 eV), which, nonetheless, are not evident (Fig. 4) .
Electron count rates are lowest above the B ring, highest over the Cassini division, and intermediate above the A ring; in other words, they vary inversely with ring optical depth (34) . This inverse correlation suggests that the electrons may originate from photoemission of magnetically conjugate particles in sunlight on the far side of the rings. The peak ion rates began È5 minutes before the spacecraft reached the Cassini division, whereas the peak electron rates were highest directly over it (Fig. 4, A and B) , possibly reflecting the effect of a negative spacecraft potential on electrons. The bulk of the ring ionosphere is made up of M/Q 0 16 and 32 amu/e ions (Fig. 4C) , which we identify as O þ and O 2 þ , respectively (35) . This finding is consistent with corotation and a temperature of 0.75 eV for both species. Any hydrogen ions present (atomic or molecular) had relative concentrations G3%. After 03:57 UT, the spacecraft turned so that the IMS was no longer pointed in the corotation ram direction, causing ion count rates to drop (Fig. 4B) . However, the electron distribution was closer to isotropy in the field-of-view of the ELS, permitting measurements to continue. 
The L shell is equivalent to the radial distance R s .
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The detection of O 2 þ as a principal ion points to the existence of a layer of molecular oxygen gas over the rings, which we refer to as an atmosphere. Although O 2 þ can originate through photolytic processes in water vapor (36) , the O 2 atmosphere over the rings, like the atmospheres of Europa and Ganymede, is more likely the result of radiationinduced decomposition of ice (37, 38) . In the inner plasmasphere, O 2 can be produced from ice by plasma with energy above a few keV. However, over the rings, energetic plasma fluxes are negligible, leaving production from ice by ultraviolet photons as the primary O 2 source (39) . Although this is an inefficient process, the O 2 does not stick to the ring particles, whereas O and H 2 O and its dissociation fragments stick or react at these temperatures. Therefore, O 2 is the dominant gas-phase species leading to the formation of O 2 þ and O þ by photoionization in a ratio of È4:1, which is close to our measurement (Fig. 4C ) except for the period 03:39 to 03:43 UT. By using the photoproduction rates of O 2 from ice (40) as a lower limit to the source rate, together with photoionization and photodissociation loss rates, we estimate that the O 2 column above the rings is 92 Â 10 17 m j2 . O 2 þ ions that are produced north of the ring plane will oscillate about the magnetic equator, which lies È2000 km north of the ring plane. These ions are eventually lost to the rings or to molecular collisions in one bounce period, giving an average O 2 þ density of È3 Â 10 6 m -3 , which is consistent with our measurements. In isolation, photolysis of ice would also produce an H 2 atmosphere over the rings. However, the low concentration of hydrogen ions indicates that the surfaces of the ring particles, together with the ring atmosphere, must be treated as a complete system. For example, processes such as charge exchange and photodissociation of water or H 2 molecules can liberate hydrogen with sufficient energy to remove it from the rings, leaving behind an oxygen-rich atmosphere.
We have observed important features in the plasma distributions, dynamics, and composition of Saturn_s magnetosphere that challenge current models. The data taken during Cassini_s passage through the inner plasmasphere and its only passage through the inner rings indicate that, although the source material in both regions is mainly water ice, the makeup of the plasma depends critically on ion-molecule chemistry and transport. Thus, the inner plasmasphere, which is rich in water-group ions including H 3 O þ , is somewhat analogous to a cometary coma, and the rings_ O 2 atmosphere is similar in composition to those of Europa and Ganymede. The presence of low-energy N þ deep in the magnetosphere points to local sources of nitrogen. The implications of our findings for the cycle of neutral gas and plasma generation and their redistribution are not clear and must await further measurements and modeling. Future orbits (there are 74 remaining) will allow us to substantiate and improve the accuracy of these results. (MAG) obtained data on upstream waves, bow shock, magnetosheath, magnetopause, magnetospheric currents, and waves, as well as the planetary magnetic field. These data are consistent with measurements made on earlier missions, provide more detail of some parameters such as the planetary magnetic field, including its possible secular variation, and reveal some features in the external field not previously reported.
The solar wind controls the size of the magnetosphere and the dynamics of its outer reaches. Because the solar wind speed is supersonic, the deflection of the solar wind occurs via a standing bow shock that compresses and heats the solar wind, forming the magnetosheath. The inner edge of the magnetosheath, the magnetopause, marks the outer boundary of the region controlled by the planetary magnetic field. Saturn_s bow shock is of intrinsic interest because it is expected to be much stronger than that of Earth. The magnetopause is important because it controls the coupling of the solar wind flow to the magnetosphere, principally, we expect, through the process known as reconnection (2) . The locations of both boundaries are determined by the dynamic pressure of the solar wind and the combined plasma and magnetic pressure of the magnetosphere.
The boundaries were observed to be very dynamic. We measured a total of 17 bow shock and 7 magnetopause crossings (Fig. 1) on the inbound and outbound passages. Bow shock crossings were identified by abrupt increases in the magnetic field magnitude where the solar wind was compressed and decelerated. As Cassini approached Saturn near 08:00 local time (LT), it crossed the bow shock on seven separate occasions, starting at 09:45 universal time (UT) on 27 June 2004 at a distance of 49.15R S E1 R S 0 60,268 km (3)^. The last inbound bow shock crossing occurred at 05:38:30 UT on 28 June 2004 at a distance of 40.5R S . At least 10 crossings of the bow shock were observed on the outbound leg in the magnetometer data, with the earliest bow shock crossing observed on 7 July 2004 at a radial distance range of 56R S and the final bow shock crossing occurring on 14 July 2004 at 85R S . Saturn_s bow shock is expected to be a strong quasi-perpendicular shock. A large overshoot in the magnetic field magnitude is a consistent feature of the shock crossings and is a typical feature of supercritical planetary bow shocks (4). These observations afford us the opportunity to study bow shocks at high Mach numbers, which are rarely observed on Earth. Indeed, the Mach number can be inferred from the amplitude of the overshoot dB/B 0 (5). The average value for the bow shocks observed is È1.5, consistent with a fast magnetosonic Mach number as high as 8.
On the Saturnian side of the bow shock lies the magnetosheath, where the magnetic field is very turbulent and dominated by wave activity. The entrance into the magnetosphere was preceded by multiple crossings of the magnetopause on 28 June and 29 June 2004. On the outbound pass, the spacecraft exited the magnetosphere near 05:00 LT. The first excursions into the inner magnetosheath were characterized by the presence of mirror mode structures. The multiple crossings of these plasma boundaries reveal the dynamic character of Saturn_s outer magnetosphere in response to variations in the solar wind ram pressure.
Before the Cassini arrival at Saturn, there had been three previous flybys: Pioneer 11 (6) and Voyager 1 and 2 (7, 8) . The spatial coverage of these flybys was limited, with the inbound trajectories all being in the noon sector and outbound Pioneer 11 and Voyager 1
